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RED
History Club

To educate and help prosper the
growth of learning history by
incorporating service.
ushistoryclub@sgis.org

Tri-M

To enrich the lower school's
interaction with music and to
expose them to the joy of band
as well as the creativity music
allows as they enter the middle
school.
TriM@sgis.org

Drama Club
To build a community of outgoing
individuals who strive to better
themselves and the artistic
environment around them.
drama@sgis.org

Best Buddies

To create opportunities and
spread respect for people with
intellectual and developmental
disabilities.
bestbuddies@sgis.org

SGGO

SGGO strives to foster an
appreciation for the outdoors and
connection with the environment
through fun, hands on
experiences, all the while
fostering a sense of leadership,
selfrealization, teamwork, self
reliance, and confidence.
SGGO@sgis.org

Agape North **

Agape North can help with your t
shirt printing needs and they also
help provide uniform shirts for
children in need.
**Only current members select
agapenorth@sgis.org

Sports Talk

To discuss current events in
college and professional sports
including game highlights,
upsets, scores and stats,
upcoming competitions, and
related professions.
sportstalk@sgis.org

Latin Club

Promoting both the memory of
the origins of Western society
and the preservation of the
Greek and Roman classics.
uslatinclub@sgis.org

Fleece of Faith

To spread warmth and the
Christian faith through the
making and distributing of fleece
blankets to hospitals and shelters
in order to make real community
relationships.
fof@sgis.org

Book Club

To introduce new books to its
members through the exploration
of different genres, members'
preference, and sponsors'
suggestion.
usbookclub@sgis.org

Meet in the Middle

This is a safe place where
individual preconceived
judgements are nonexistent; and
social, economic, and cultural
differences are laid aside for an
open forum of discussion. Ideas,
thoughts, feelings, and anything
in between can be shared
without hesitation.
MITM@sgis.org

Science NHS **
The purpose of this organization
is to encourage participation in
and recognition of scientific and
intellectual thought. To be
considered for induction, students
must take an elective science
course in their junior or senior
year and meet the grade
requirements.
**Only current members select
SNHS@sgis.org

Wilson Society **
The SGIS Wilson Society, branch
of the greater Memphis Wilson
Society, will serve as the
umbrella organization over
smaller service clubs and
opportunties.
**Only current members select
wilsonsociety@sgis.org

Suburban Farms
Suburban Farms aims to sow
healthy lifestyles, cultivate a
sense of respect for the
environment, and reap the
benefits of having a sustainable
garden.
farm@sgis.org

Spanish Club
The Spanish Club celebrates the
Spanish language and Hispanic
culture while connecting to the
Spanishspeaking community of
Memphis.
espanolgryphs@sgis.org

FBLA
FBLA prepares students for or
introduces them to the world of
business, management,
economics, and finance through
interactive experiences.
fbla@sgis.org

Poetry Slam
Poetry Slam aims not only to
spread the love of slam poetry,
but to also give students an
outlet to grow, to be heard, and
to discover themselves stanza by
stanza.
poetry@sgis.org

GOLD

St. Jude Club
"No child should die in the dawn
of life."
sjc@sgis.org

US Art Club/NAHS

This club is designed for students
who are interested in participating
in art activities and to support St.
George’s National Art Honor
Society (NAHS) members in
grades 912.
nationalarths@sgis.org

STEAM Club

We do what we imagine!
The mission of the STEAM Club
is to encourage student interest
in the fields of science,
technology, engineering, art, and
mathematics.
STEAM@sgis.org

Education Outreach

Education Outreach helps teach
the new generation of children in
third world countries in hopes of
learning something for ourselves
about different peoples.
educationoutreach@sgis.org

Soup Troop

The Soup Troop's mission is to
make soup through fellowship in
order to help eliminate hunger in
struggling communities within
our city.
souptroop@sgis.org

Handyman Club

Learn how to fix, build, and
assemble things as well as
other handy skills that are
good to know.
handyman@sgis.org

The Breakfast Club

Collects unwanted elementary
and high school level books to be
donated to specific schools in
Binghampton and Memphis for
students and/or libraries at those
schools. When we deliver the
books to the kids at the schools,
we will also bring breakfast.
breakfastclub@sgis.org

Photography Club

The Photography Club captures
life at SGIS through the lense of
a camera. We also plan to
increase student's photography
skills and all student's interest in
photography.
photography@sgis.org

Bowling Club
The goal of the Bowling Club is to
form a community of bowlers in
hopes of creating an official
bowling team. We will go bowl
regularly as a club.
bowling@sgis.org

Make-A-Wish
MakeAWish grants the wishes
of children diagnosed with a life
threatening medical condition in
the United States through
fundraising in our school and
community.
maw@sgis.org

Ducks Unlimited
Ducks Unlimited Varsity chapters
offer students and their
respective high schools the
opportunity to learn about habitat
conservation in a fun setting that
engages the entire community.
ducks@sgis.org

Smile Train

To raise money for children in
developing countries to have
cleftlip surgeries in order for
them to be able to perform daily
necessities.
smiletrain@sgis.org

Mandarin Club
The Mandarin club learns
about the Chinese culture
through activities relating
to Chinese culture.
Taking Mandarin is not
required to join.
chineseclub@sgis.org

Helping Hands

Partners with Binghampton
Christian Academy and
Resurrection Catholic School in
Memphis to help enhance the
learning environment for
students there.
helpinghands@sgis.org

Salvation Army

To provide support, in conjunction
with the Salvation Army, to the
less fortunate of Memphis.
salvationarmy@sgis.org

Women's Affinity Group
The Women's Affinity
Group strives to build a network
of strong female leaders in the
school and community through
discussion and action.
wag@sgis.org

Literary Magazine

The purpose of Sculpture
Garden is to inspire and inspirit
St. George’s and surrounding
communities by highlighting the
artistic abilities, writing skills,
and overall creativity of
our students.
litmag@sgis.org

Coding Team
The Coding Team will be working
with alumni, Lukas Leung, to
develop the coding skills
necessary to compete in
competitions around the country.
coding@sgis.org

Forensics

To allow students to have the
opportunity to become more
comfortable with public speaking,
taking a stand, and exercising
their creative ability
forensics@sgis.org

French Club

To build a community of students
who practice and promote the
French culture and language.
frenchclub@sgis.org

RED
Model UN/YIG **

To engage students in
government and foreign affairs
through simulations and
competitions.
**Only current members of
MUN/YIG or those who
attended an informational
meeting may select
UN@sgis.org
YIG@sgis.org

MEDLIFE
MEDLIFE is an organization that
partners with lowincome
communities in Latin America to
improve their access to medicine,
education, and community
development initiatives.
medlife@sgis.org

SGVA

St. George's students for
veterans!
sgva@sgis.org

Manna House

Students in the Manna House
Club will work to provide food
and hospitality to the poor and
homeless in our city.
manna@sgis.org
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Shrine School

The Shrine School Club organizes events
specifically for students with physical
disabilities currently enrolled at the Shrine
School in Memphis.
shrineschool@sgis.org

Mock Trial

The mock trial team's mission is to
promote a deeper awareness of the US
legal system and a encourage a better
understanding and confidence in logical
reasoning and public speaking.
mocktrial@sgis.org

The Ultimate Club

To develop skills and engage in friendly
competition through the game of
Ultimate Frisbee.
TheUltimate@sgis.org

Bleacher Creatures

To promote spirit throughout the SGIS
community, and to attend as many athletic
events as possible.
creatures@sgis.org

Recycling Club

The Recycling Club promotes environmental
awareness in our community and improves
the school's overall health by maintaining an
ecofriendly atmosphere through recycling.
recycling@sgis.org

Streets Ministries

Participants provide tutoring services and
engage in fellowship with underresourced
youth in Memphis.
streets@sgis.org

Binghampton Art Garden
The mission of the Binghampton Art Garden
Club is to reach out to the people involved
with the Binghampton Community Life
Center and Art Garden in order to develop
relationships with people from a different
area of Memphis. We will make crafts with
the children at the Art Garden after school
some days and help with the holiday parties
that the community center hosts.
binghamptonvolunteers@sgis.org

Mountain Bike Team

The Mountain Bike Team helps to organize
students with an interest for mountain biking.
Anyone may join, no matter their skill or
experience. We hope to build a community of
mountain bikers that will one day compete in
races across the state of Tennessee.
MTB@sgis.org

